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ABSTRACT: Sentiment Analysis comes under study within Natural Language processing. It helps in finding
the sentiment or opinion hidden within a text. This research focuses on finding sentiments for twitter data as
it is more challenging due to its unstructured nature, limited size, use of slangs, misspells, abbreviations etc.
Most of the researchers dealt with various machine learning approaches of sentiment analysis and compare
their results[1][3][4][5][6][7][13][14][15][19][20][21][22][31] but using various machine learning
approaches in combination have been underexplored in the literature. This research has found that various
machine learning approaches in a hybrid manner gives better result as compared to using these approaches
in isolation. Moreover as the tweets are very raw in nature, this research makes use of various preprocessing
steps so that we get useful data for input in machine learning classifiers. This research basically focuses on
two machine learning algorithms K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) in a
hybrid manner. The analytical observation is obtained in terms of classification accuracy and F-measure for
each sentiment class and their average. The evaluation analysis shows that the proposed hybrid approach is
better both in terms of accuracy and F-measure as compared to individual classifiers.
Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Machine Learning, KNN, SVM.
1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the presence of enormous amount of data available on web, various organizations started
taking interest in this as mining this information can be very valuable to them. This gives birth to an
entirely different and broad field of study known as Sentiment Analysis. Various names have given to
this field as opinion mining, opinion extraction etc. However there is slight difference in meaning
between these various terms. Before automatic mining of sentiments traditional survey techniques
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were highly biased as they were taken individually by users thus a need of an automatic system
arose that can directly deal with hundreds of thousands of opinions hidden in users' posts in the form
of reviews, blogs etc. Various applications of sentiment analysis are as in product reviews, movie
reviews, business, politics, recommender system etc. Based on the opinion about a product or about
different aspects of a product, an organization can make changes accordingly. Similarly based on the
opinion about a particular political party, government policies' changes can be made accordingly. Two
main techniques used for sentiment analysis are machine learning based and lexicon based.
Supervised, Unsupervised and Semi-supervised comes under Machine Learning. Supervised
approaches e.g. SVM[2][11][13][14][19][30][32], KNN[20][21], Naive Bayes[3][4][6][7] etc. requires a
good quality training set and thus are highly domain dependent but provide better results if trained
properly. Unsupervised approaches e.g. K-Means, Self Organizing Maps (SOM) etc. do not make use
of training set. Semi supervised approaches require partial labelling of data and are of two types: a)
Transductive Learning b) Inductive Learning
Lexicon based approach makes use of dictionary consist of labelled words and with the help of these
words, a text is judged whether it is subjective or objective[16][23][25]. This approach is further
divided into a) Dictionary based which does not take into account the context of word within a text,
and b) Corpus based which expands the dictionary with taking associations between different words
into account. A complete survey in this field is provided in [9].
This research analyze sentiment of tweets[1][2][3][4][5][8]. As tweets are very unstructured in nature
this research converts them into useful information so that better features can be used for machine
learning. Hence in this research we provide a good data preprocessing to tweets followed by hybrid
classifier. With the help of processed tweets or data features are generated and fed to the two
machine learning algorithms KNN and SVM in a hybrid manner. Different feature have tried by
authors for improving the results as in [2][3[4][5][18].
Support Vector Machines(SVM) : SVM invented by Vapnik & Chervonenkis in 1963 is a supervised
machine learning algorithm used basically for classification and regression problems. It solves an
optimization problem of finding the maximum margin hyperplane between the classes. This is
basically required to avoid overfitting. Basically it is a linear classifier separating the classes which
can be separated with the help of linear decision surfaces called hyperplanes. Foe classes having
binary features SVM draws a line between the classes and for classes having multiple features
hyperplanes are drawn. However it can be used for classifying the non linear data also by
transforming the feature space into the higher dimensional space so that non linear data in higher
dimensional can be separated easily by a hyperplane.
This transformation is made easy with the help of Kernel-trick. With the help of kernels it is not
necessary to calculate all the dimensions when transform and calculation of hyperplane can be done
in the same lower dimensional feature space. Kernels are not used only for this purpose but also for
making the calculation easier in case of many features. Various kernels are used by machine learning
approaches e.g. RBF(Radial Basis Function), Linear kernel, Poly kernel etc.
Kernels make the calculation very fast and helps in improving the calculation time remarkably.
K-Nearest Neighbors(KNN) : It is also a supervised learning algorithm based on the classes nearest
to the point which is to be classified. Based on the values of the K nearest classes a test set is
provided the majority voting class. However to improve this algorithm weights are assigned to each of
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the k points according to their distance from the test point. The value of k depends upon the
classification problem and the size of dataset.
This research uses the prediction probability of both the algorithms on each test tweet and assign the
class based on greater probability. Our approach provides better results as compared to using these
algorithms entirely in isolation. This research paper is organised as: 2. provides literature review and
3. provides proposed methodology followed by 4. composed of experimental results and evaluation.
5. provides conclusion and scope.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Various researchers have been working on twitter[3][4][5][11][12][16] and from time to time they are
publishing their researches . They have used various sentiment analysis techniques for improving the
results of classification Their work is also helpful in this research as the sentiment analysis techniques
they have used, feature selection techniques, different pre-processing steps they have used is taken
care of in this research. This research mainly focuses on supervised approach for sentiment analysis
task and has surveyed researches both for twitter and non- twitter data and also for both supervised
and lexicon based approaches for better clarification and understanding of the topic chosen.
Many researches defined multiple faces of sentiment analysis as opinion orientation, feature
extraction etc. Machine learning classifiers need various features for learning so different researchers
from time to time have selected different features for comparing results.
Agarwal et al.[02], Pak and Paroubek[03], Spancer and Uchyigit[04], Koloumpis et al.[05] selected
various features as unigrams, bigrams, pos tagging, hash tags, ngrams etc. and found mixed
response in classification results. Different features and feature selection methods as semantic
features and concepts, information gain, chi-square etc. has been used by Hassan Khan et al.[13],
Agarwal et al.[14].
Hassan Khan et al.[13] approach includes rigorous data pre-processing followed by supervised
machine learning. They collected labelled datasets of different domains so that machine learning will
not be limited to a particular domain. To learn SVM classifier they make use of different training sets
each make SVM learn different feature sets -1) Information gain(IG) with feature presence and 2)
feature frequency 3) Cosine similarity with feature presence and 4) feature frequency. They found that
feature presence is better than feature frequency.
Agarwal et al.[14] ], found that for better results using machine learning approaches, finding good
features is a challenging task. They gave the concept of "Semantic Parser" and treated concepts as
features. They used the minimum Redundancy and Maximum Relevance (mRMR) feature selection
mechanism. They used different feature sets for their classification task e.g. unigrams, bigrams, bitagged and dependency parse tree along with their proposed scheme so that results can be
compared with.
Various approaches and classifiers such as lexicon based approach, Naive Bayes(NB), Support
Vector Machines(SVM), Maximum Entropy(MaxEnt) etc. have been used time to time with various
parameters for evaluating the results as accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure etc. Narr et al[06]
concluded 71.5% accuracy with mixed language NB classifier on unigrams. Saif et al.[07] concluded
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that semantic features used by NB classifier increase f1-measure against unigram by 6.47% and
pos+unigram by 4.78%.
Asmi[24], Hutto[25], Neviarouskaya[26] proposed rule based approaches for increasing the accuracy.
Swati[27], Chikersal[29] and Prabowo and Thelwall[10] proposed hybrid approach consisting of rule
based and machine learning classifiers.
Hybrid approaches consisting of machine learning classifiers have been underexplored in the
literature with very few researches in this approach as in Revathy[28], F.F. da Silva et al.[11].
F.F. da Silva et al.[11] proposed an ensemble based classification in which various classifiers e.g.
SVM, Multinomial Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Logistic Regression are used. They proposed that if
we train the different classifiers with different training sets and then by using either average
probabilities of different classifiers or maximum voting, we get better results than by using only a
single classifier. Moreover they uses two different features for learning the classifiers:a) Bag of Words(BOW) b) Feature Hashing
They used four different datasets for training and testing. They found that Feature Hashing is not
better than BOW approach in most of the datasets except one.
Our research work mainly focuses on combining the machine learning classifiers and proves that
combining gives better results as compared to standalone classifiers. Also this research gives
comparative results as against to the feature hashing+lexicon based features used by [11] ,with only a
small dataset and few features.
Bhadane et al[15], Apple et al[16] proposed combination of sentiment lexicon with machine learning
approaches and found increase in accuracy. Muhammad et al.[17] handled word's polarity in terms of
local and global context by giving SmartSA system and found that their system is superior to baseline
lexicons and systems like SVM, NB etc. with more F1 score.
Addlight and Supreethi[20] compared two machine learning methods KNN and SVM and found that
SVM outperforms KNN. Saif and He[23] gave the concept of SentiCircles for calculating the context
of words. They found that it is necessary for better sentiment classification.
Jianqiang et al.[32] discussed the role of rigorous preprocessing in increasing the evaluation measure
and gave six different preprocessing methods for the same. Keeping this in mind our approach also
uses a good preprocessing to filter the tweets. Khan and Jeong[21] proposed an approach for finding
the sentiments about each aspect of a product and this can be a good future work to explore.
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed hybrid model is defined as the three stage model. In first preprocessing stage of this model,
the multi-aspect based filtration and impurities correction is applied. The spell correction, stemming,
abbreviation expansion, stopwords removal are defined in this stage to normalize the input tweets. In this
stage, the separation of tag tokens, positive aspects and negative aspects from messages is also defined.
Negation handling is also done. In second stage, the filtered text is processed to generate the statistical
features. In this stage, the transformation of input training and testing set is done to corresponding feature
set. These features are processed by the Hybrid classifier for sentiment prediction in final stage of this
model. In classification stage, the probabilistic predictive decision is applied for selection of KNN or SVM
classifier for individual instance.
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Fig 1: Flowchart of the proposed system
The classification is applied on the tweets acquired from the web. The description of dataset is given below
in Table 1:
Features

Values

Dataset Name

Twitter-Sentiment-Analysis-FinalizedFull

Dataset Url

https://github.com/TharinduMunasinge/TwitterSentiment-Analysis
997

Number of Tweets
Classes
File Type
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3.1 Preprocessing:
During preprocessing various steps are taken as stopword removal, handling of negation, abbreviation
expansion, misspell correction, stemming, positive word lists of each tweet, negative word lists of each
tweet. Porters algorithm is used for stemming.

Fig 2: Showing tweets after preprocessing
For stopwords, abbreviation expansion1 and misspell correction2 database is created.
Filtered list:-contains tweets after tokenization and applying the above written filters
Tag Filtered list:-contains the filtered list with @ tags removed. The @ tags are used in feature generation
as tag count in each tweet.
Negative List:-contains negative adjectives in each tweet.
Positive List:-contains positive adjectives in each tweet.

3.2 Features Generation:
A list of adjectives3 is used for features generation. This list contains positive score, negative score, overall
rating of an adjective among other attributes.
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Table 2: Describing various attributes of an adjective
Attributes

Description

Id

Numeric Unique id to all adjectives

Adjective

Stores the textual information to represent the
actual adjective

Pscore

Positive score, to represent the positive
acceptability of an adjective
Lies between 0 & 1

Fscore

Negative score, Lies between 0 & 1

Score

Overall score of adjective lies between -1 & 1
+ve values for +ve adjective
-ve value for –ve adjective

1: http://www.illumasolutions.com/omg-plz-lol-idk-idc-btw-brb-jk.htm
2: https://noisy-text.github.io/norm-shared-task.html
3: http://www.sentix.de/index.php/en/item/sentix-website.html
Various features are generated after filtering of tweets for learning the classifiers.

Fig 3: Showing the results of features generation
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Various features used for learning the classifiers are:
Word count:-Total words in each tweet after filtration
Tag count:-Total @ tags used in each tweet
Negative word count:-Total negative words in each tweet
Positive word count:-Total positive words in each tweet
Positive score:-Total positive score obtained by adding the positive scores of each positive adjective.
Negative score:-Total negative score obtained by adding the negative scores of each negative adjective.
Score:-Positive score-Negative score for each tweet
Message class 0: for negative tweets
1: for neutral tweets
2: for positive tweets

3.3 Classification:
After features generation classification is done with our hybrid approach in which prediction probability of
both the classifiers is used which is shown in the algorithm below:
Algorithm 1:
Classification(TrainingSet,TestingSet)
/*TrainingSet is the Training Tweet Set and TestingSet is the Testing Tweet Set on which features
are generated */
{
1. TrainFeaturesSet=FeatureGeneration(TrainingSet)
/*Generate Features for Training Set*/
2. TestFeaturesSet=FeatureGeneration(TestSet)
/*Generate Features for Testing Set*/
3. SWeight=GenerateWeight(TrainFeaturesSet,SVM)
/*Process the Classifier, train with the Training Feature set and Generate Feature weights for
SVM*, KNN is trained directly during testing/
4. For i=1 to TestFeatureSet.Length
/*Process the Testing Instances*/
{
5. K1=Predict(TestFeatureSet(i),TrainFeaturesSet)
/*Apply Prediction on Test Instance respective to KNN Classifier Weight*/
6. S1=Predict(TestFeatureSet(i),SWeight)
/*Apply Prediction on Test Instance respective to SVM Classifier Weight*/
7. If (K1>Th1 And S1>Th1)
/*Apply Hybrid Classifier for Test Class Identification, Th1 is the threshold used for prediction
probability, Th1=0.5 is used here*/
{
8. TestFeatureSet(i).Class=IdentifyClass(greater(K1,S1))
}
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9. Else If (K1>Th1)
/*Apply KNN Classifier for Test Class Identification*/
{
10. TestFeatureSet(i).Class=IdentifyClass(K1)
}
11. Else
12. /*Apply SVM Classifier for Test Class Identification*/
{
13. TestFeatureSet(i).Class=IdentifyClass(S1)
}
}
Return TestFeatureSet.Class
}
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION
In this present work, the SVM and KNN based hybrid classification model is presented to process the tweet
features and to identify the hidden sentiments from these tweets.
Implementation is done in Netbeans8.0 with Weka(3.8) integrated into it. Weka is widely used in data
mining for preprocessing, clustering, classification etc. and gives results in terms of accuracy, precision
,recall, f-measure etc. MySql is used for storing the various datasets as list of adjectives, abbreviations,
misspell corrections, training dataset and testing dataset.
For running classifiers KNN and SVM in isolation, weka is used directly but for their combination weka is
integrated into netbeans and confusion matrix and results are manually calculated with the help of results.
The comparative analysis is provided against KNN and SVM based methods separately.
K=15 is used for comparison between KNN and Hybrid approach.
The description of processing training and testing set is shown in Table 3:
Features

Values

Size of Training Set

699(267-positive,264negative,168-neutral)

Size of Testing Set

298(114-positive,113-negative,71neutral)

Tweet Classes

Positive, Negative, Neutral

Existing Methods

KNN & SVM

Proposed

Hybrid KNN+SVM

The classification algorithm combining KNN and SVM is given in section 2. Confusion matrix for KNN and
SVM is taken from weka by opening the TrainFeaturesSet and TestFeaturesSet there directly and is
provided below:
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Table 4: Confusion matrix for KNN
Predicted
Class
Negative
Actual

Neutral
Positive

Negative

Neutral

Positive

77
9
21

19
46
14

17
16
79

Table 5: Confusion Matrix for SVM

Predicted
Class
Negative
Actual

Neutral

Negative

Neutral

Positive

77
11
16

14
47
20

22
13
78

Positive
Confusion matrix for hybrid approach is calculated manually by the analysis results and with the help of
confusion matrix precision, recall and f-measure is calculated.

Fig 4: showing analysis results
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Analysis results shows True Positives(TP), False Positives(FP), True Negatives(TN) and False
Negatives(FN) for each sentiment class. Thus confusion matrix is derived below:
Table 6: Confusion Matrix for KNN+SVM
Predicted
Class
Neutral

0

Neutral
12
48

Positive

0

12

Negative
Actual

Negative
77

Positive
24
102

23

With the help of confusion matrices Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F-measure for positive, negative and
neutral classes are calculated and is also compared for the 3 approaches used above.

Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Accuracy (%)

76.17

67.78

67.78

KNN

SVM

Hybrid KNN+SVM

Fig 5: showing overall accuracy for 3 approaches
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Precision Analysis (Comparative)
KNN

SVM

Proposed Hybrid
1

0.705 0.69

0.6667

0.72 0.74

0.6845

0.582

positive

negative

0.58

neutral

Fig 6: showing precision analysis

Recall Analysis (Comparative)
KNN
0.8947
0.693
0.684

positive

SVM

Proposed Hybrid

0.6814
0.681 0.681

0.662 0.676
0.648

negative

neutral

Fig 7: showing recall analysis
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FMeasure Analysis(Comparative)
KNN
0.7756
0.6790.687

positive

SVM

Proposed Hybrid

0.8095
0.7 0.71

negative

0.6713
0.613 0.618

neutral

Fig 8: showing f-measure analysis
Thus the above results show that our hybrid approach works better both in terms of accuracy and fmeasure.
Comparison of our approach with that of [11]
This research with only a small dataset and few features gives comparative results and even
better results as compared to combination of Logistic Regression(LR), Random Forest(RF) And
Multinomial Naive Bayes(MNB) along with Feature Hashing and Lexicon features used in [11].
The comparison is shown below in Table 7,Avg is used in place of Average, pos in place of
positive, neg in place of negative:
Table 7
Datasets

Avg F-measure(%)
(pos,neg)

Avg F-measure(%)
(including neutral)

Accuracy(%)
(pos,neg)

Accuracy(%)
(including,neutral)

OMD[11]

65.35

-

70.62

-

Strict OMD[11]

71.80

-

74.56

-

Sanders[11]

76.25

-

76.63

-

Stanford [11]

78.25

-

79.11

-

HCR[11]

62.20

-

78.35

-

Our dataset
(Tharindu
Munasinge)

79.25

75.21

78.80

76.17

5. Conclusion and Scope
In this paper, a SVM and KNN based hybrid model is presented to improve the classification accuracy. The
proposed method classified the tweets in positive, negative and neutral sentiments whereas much of the
literature in this field is associated with 2-way classification[10][11]. The work of proposed model has gone
through preprocessing stage, features generation stage and classifiers learning stage. The analytical
evaluation of proposed model is done in terms of accuracy and f-measure.. The comparative observations
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are taken against the SVM and KNN methods. The comparative results shows that the proposed model
has improved the accuracy and f-measure of tweet class prediction.
As number of features for learning the classifiers are limited in our approach, we will be using more
features and better feature selection methods like Information Gain, Chi-Square etc. in our future work. Our
comparison with literature[11] shows that increasing our dataset with more tweets and features can also
help in increasing reasonable accuracy and f-measure. Other machine learning methods in combined way
can also be explored in the future.
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